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Abstract: The increasing complexity of automation demands the acceptance if software engineering principles for improving the 

development process of control system. This paper presents the difficulty of testing from a partial, possibly non-deterministic, Finite 

State Machine (FSMs).  Two notions of correctness have previously been defined for partial FSMs but these techniques only to FSMs 

that have harmonized traces. We also think the problem of generating an m-complete test suite from partial FSMs. An advantage of 

this approach is the communication between test suites that are reduced for S and S1 also that are minimal for S and S1. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

  TESTING is probably the most important approach 
to verification and validation but is typically manual, error 
susceptible and expensive. The increasing complexity of 
automation demands the adoption of software engineering 
principles for improving the development process of control 
systems. There has thus been much interest in automating 
software testing, one of the most promising approaches 
(called model-based testing (MBT)) being to base 
automation on a model. Many MBT methods take as input a 
state-based model expressed as a(possibly non-deterministic) 
infinite state machine (IFSM). While the tester might not 
produce an IFSM, a tool might map a model to an IFSM.  
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  There has thus been significant interest in testing 
from an IFSM [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], 
[10]………..[N]. 

  Industrial experience has shown that the use of 
MBT can significantly reduce the cost of testing.In the 
context of testing from an IFSM, there has been much 
interest in automatically generating a test suite with a given 
fault detection power.  

  This class of problem has been formalized in terms 
of a fault model 1: a set I of IFSMs such that the tester 
believes that the system under test (SUT) behaves like an 
unknown element of I. Given fault model I, a test suite T is a 
checking experiment if all faulty elements of I fail T. The 
standard fault model is the set of IFSMs with the same input 
and output alphabets as the specification IFSM S and at most 
m states (for some given m). 

  In order to reason about test effectiveness, it is 
normal to assume that the SUT behaves like an unknown 
completely specified IFSM I. Having made this assumption, 
it is possible to define correctness in terms of a relationship 
between two models: the specification IFSM S and the 
unknown FSM I that model the SUT. This relationship is 
typically said to be an implementation relation. In this paper, 
we consider the two implementation relations, quasi-
equivalence and quasi reduction, normally used when testing 
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from a partial IFSM. These were previously developed for 
testing from a partial. 

  More and more complex, safe and trustworthy 
automation and control systems are required to support the 
technological change toward the factories of future concept. 
Reusability, flexibility, modularity, intelligence, virtual, 
affordable, ease to adapt, operate, and maintain, and 
reliability are demanding characteristics of future 
manufacturing factories. This means that automation and 
control systems must automate, control, and optimize the 
production processes ensuring plant availability while 
providing high-quality production with zero defects. 

  In order to reason about test effectiveness, it is 
normal to assume that the SUT behaves like an unknown 
completely specified IFSM I. Having made this assumption, 
it is possible to define correctness in terms of a relationship 
between two models: the specification IFSM S and the 
unknown IFSM I that model the SUT. This relationship is 
typically said to be an implementation relation. In this paper, 
we consider the two implementation relations, quasi-
equivalence and quasi reduction, normally used when testing 
from a partial IFSM. These were previously developed for 
testing from a partial 

1.1. Automating the Generation of Developing Artifacts 

In order to reason about test effectiveness, it is 
normal to assume that the SUT behaves like an unknown 
completely specified IFSM I. Having made this assumption, 
it is possible to define correctness in terms of a relationship 
between two models: the specification IFSM S and the 
unknown IFSM I that model the SUT. This relationship is 
typically said to be an implementation relation. In this paper, 
we consider the two implementation relations, quasi-
equivalence and quasi reduction, normally used when testing 
from a partial IFSM. These were previously developed for 
testing from a partial. 

Deterministic IFSM (DFSM) and from an 
observable 2 nondeterministic FSM with harmonized traces 
3 [9], [10], [17]……….[N].Under quasi-equivalence and 
quasi-reduction, if an input x is not specified in some state s 
that can be reached by input sequence  x then they all 
outputs are allowed in response to x being received after  x. 
We show that the current definitions of quasi-equivalence 
and quasi-reduction have properties that mean that they are 
not suitable for testing from a partial non-deterministic IFSM 
that does not have harmonized traces. While this is not 
surprising, since these implementation relations are not 
designed to deal with a wider class of partial IFSMs, these 
results show that previous devised techniques for testing 
from a partial non-deterministic IFSM can only safely be 
applied to IFSMs that are observable and have harmonized 
traces; even if such test generation techniques are sound for 
the general case, there is the need to prove this. We 
generalize these implementation relations to form what we 
call generalized-quasi-equivalence and generalized- quasi-
reduction. The µ in µg or µm should be in Roman. The 
symbol for litre is  

 

 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

  Throughout this paper we use X to denote the set of 
inputs that the SUT might receive and Y to denote the set of 
outputs. Thus, if x 2 X and y 2 Y then x=y is an input/output 
pair. If x1; . . . ; xk 2 X and y1; . . . ; yk 2 Y then  r ¼ 
x1=y1 . . . xk=yk is an input/output sequence, also called a 
trace, x1 . . . xk is the input portion of  r, and y1 . . . yk is 
the output portion of  r. Given a set A we will use A  to 
denote the set of finite sequences of elements of A, with this 
including the empty sequence denoted . If  x ¼ x1 . . . xk 2 
X  and  y ¼ y1 . . . yk 2 Y   then  x is an input sequence, 
y is an output sequence, and we also use  x= y to represent 
the trace x1=y1 . . . xk=yk. Defines non-deterministic finite 
state machines.  

DEFINITION 1. 

 A partial non-deterministic finite state machine is 

Defined by a tuple (S, S0, X, Y, h) in which: 

1) S is the finite set of states. 

2) S0 2 S is the initial state. 

3) X is the finite input alphabet. 

4) Y is the finite output alphabet. 
5) h is the transition relation of type S * X <---> S *Y . 

3. IMPLEMENTATION RELATIONS 

This section considers the notions of correctness 

(implementation relations) used when testing from a partial 

IFSM S.  

 

 

The results regarding S1 are a consequence of 

having an input sequence x1 that can lead to two different 

states (S1 and S3) such that there is an input x1 that is 

specified in one of these states but not the other. The 

problem was that ΩS does not differentiate between the 

different traces that lead to these two states.  
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Thus, the traditional definitions of quasi 

equivalence and quasi-reduction are too strong when S 

doesnot have harmonized traces since to test for these 

notions of Correctness one might have to apply an input x 

after a trace ρ such that the input portion of _r is a defined 

input sequence but x is not specified in a state of S reached 

by _r. For example, when testing from S1 we should not 

apply input x1 after trace x1=z since x1 is not specified in 

the state s3 reached by x1=z. However, x1x1 is a defined 

input sequence for S1 and so the traditional definitions of 

quasi-equivalence and quasi reduction allow x1x1 to be 

applied, even if the response to the first x1 is z. This goes 

against the philosophy behind quasi-equivalence and quasi-

reduction and explains why these implementation relations 

were defined for FSMs with Harmonized traces. 

Let us suppose that if, after observing trace ρ, the 

specification S might be in a state s where input x is not 

specified. Then x should not be supplied after ρ even if there 

is also a state S0 that can be reached using ρ such that x is 

specified in S0. The reason for this is that x should not be 

supplied in the first scenario and we can’t distinguish 

between these cases. This leads to the following definition of 

what we will call generalised-quasi-reduction in order to 

distinguish it. 

4. TEST CASES AND TEST SUITES 

This section defines test cases and test suites for a 

partial IFSM S. A test case will be similar to what has been 

called an adaptive test case. Adaptively allows the tester to 

choose an input based on the observed trace. This will be crucial 

where the response to input x, after input sequence ρ, is 

specified after a trace ρ but not after another trace ρ; adaptively 

allows the tester to apply x after ρ but not after ρ. A test case 

and the SUT will interact through synchronizing on common 

actions until a failure occurs or the test case terminates. We 

follow the previously proposed approach of representing a test 

case as an acyclic partial IFSM. A test case will be deterministic 

in that at each state of the test case there is at most one input that 

is specified. 

The first condition in Definition 8 requires that the 

next input is uniquely defined. The second condition requires 

that input x can only be applied if S must be in a state s such 

that h(s, x) is defined and so we know that we can apply x. The 

last condition requires that the corresponding outputs of the test 

case and specification are the same. Thus, if an output not 

specified in t is observed then it corresponds to a 

failure. 

 

The notion of passing a test case is entirely natural (all 

observations that can be made when testing the SUT are 

allowed by the specification) and the notion of a test case is 

quite general (it allows test cases to be adaptive). This result 

thus demonstrates the suitability of the definition of GQR given 

in this paper. In Section, we briefly discuss how the overall 

approach might be extended to GQE. 

 

 

 

 

5. TEST SUITE EFFICIENCY 

We now address the issue of efficiency, where a test 

suite T is efficient if T achieves the test objective (in this case, 

being     m-complete) and T is minimal for some notion of 

minimality. We consider what happens to reduced m-complete 

test suites for M(S) when adapted for use with S. We would 

like the process of converting a test suite for M(S), for use with 

S, to not introduce any redundancy: if we generate a non-

redundant test suite T for M(S) then the test suite R (T) is 

guaranteed not to be redundant for M(S). In this section we 

prove that the above property holds and then consider other 

notions of minimality. 

 

In this section we first define what we mean by a test 

suite being reduced, with this essentially requiring that the test 

suite is m-complete but loses this property if we make it smaller 

(by replacing any test case by its proper prefixes). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

  This paper considered the problem of generating an m-
complete test suite from a partial IFSM S. We explored 
implementation relations for the case where a completely 
specified IFSM I models the SUT and a partial IFSM S is the 
specification. We considered quasi-equivalence and quasi-
reduction but found that the previous definitions for observable 
partial FSMs with harmonized traces could not be used in the 
more general setting. We therefore generalized these to 
generalized- quasi-equivalence and generalized-quasi-reduction. 

  The ideas in this paper have the potential to have an 
impact elsewhere. For example, if we wish to devise methods 
for transforming a partial FSM specification M into an 
observable partial IFSM M1 then we might wish to know that 
the same set of SUTs are correct implementations of M and M1; 
we require general implementation relations to reason about 
this. There is also the interesting question as to whether the 
results, regarding the completion M(S), have any implications 
regarding the problem of distinguishing states and whether, for 
example, we can map the problem of distinguishing a set of 
states of a partial FSM M to a corresponding problem of 
distinguishing a set of states of completely-specified IFSM 
M(S). This might allow us to reuse techniques, complexity 
results and bounds. 

7. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

IFSM- Infinite State Machines 

FSM- Finite State Machines 

DFSM- Deterministic Finite State Machines 

SUT - system under test  

MBT - Called Model-Based Testing  
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